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VerryFunny likes to search the membership directory and found me online. 
She's an awesome lady as you can tell just by reading her online profile. 
You're going to love reading this conversation and marvel that people like 
her are actually online. 
  
I did not get the opportunity to talk about business in our first 
conversation, but made a friend and learned a great deal about her. 
  
A few days later we spoke again and had the "typical " conversation you 
can be having too.  It was during this conversation that I introduce her to 
my business. 
  
Let your conversations with people flow naturally.  During the time between 
our first and second conversations, I sent her YOUR DAILY MOTIVATION. 
 
This series is designed to help you understand the process of Instant 
Messaging and how it can help you to network, prospect and close at an 
accelerated pace.  What follows are real life examples of my students in 
action on the Internet.  I critique, analyze and advise every step of the way 
(see my comments in red throughout).  
 
After reading through this report you may get an urge to continue your 
training and up-grade your prospecting methods.  That�s normal.  My 
methods for using Instant Messages to expand and grow your business are 
proven to work. 
 
To aggressively grow your business, just enroll in my next Prospecting 
Mastery course by clicking here. 
 
Or, to take a smaller step, just pick up a copy of my Internet Power Pack by 
clicking here. 
 
Carpe Diem � Seize the Day! 
 
Warmest Regards, 
 
Max Steingart 
The Internet Matchmaker 

 

http://www.successway.com/mastery
http://www.successway.com/max


Ask the right people the  
right questions and a  
new prospect results 

 
 

Don't push your business on people too early.  Make a friend first and you'll find it easier 
to talk about your business.  People don't care about how much you know until they know 
how much you care. 
  
You can be having three conversations like this an hour when you become a prospecting 
master.  Click here for more information or to register for the next class.   
 
(my comments, pointers, and strategies missed, are in "red italic type," to help you attain 
your own personal success online)   
 

  
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Conversation: 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Posted profile in the Member Directory for: VerryFunny
Member Name: H. Verry 
Location: S E Michigan 
Sex: Female 
Marital Status: Single 
Hobbies: 3 kids, 2 birds, 1 dog, and 1 cat, who has time for hobbies! If I 
did have time I'd go dancing!!! 
Occupation: Quality is job #1 ( does that give you a clue???)  = ) 
Personal Quote: If you continue to do things the way you always done 
them, you will continue to get what you've always gotten! 
 

Begin IM -    08:15 PM 
 
VerryFunny: Hi Mentor, how you doing? 
  
   (She's got a great profile, and you have to love her personal quote) 
 
Mentor2006:    I'm fabulous, how are you? 
VerryFunny:    Great, thanks for asking 
VerryFunny: Read your profile, was wondering how you help people find success 
  
 (Here's another successful example of how strategically placing a phrase in your profile 
gives people something to ask you, she read my profile and now she's asking me my 
favorite question, you'll be having conversations like this five times a day) 
 
Mentor2006:    depends,    have several methods 
Mentor2006: what does success mean to you?  
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VerryFunny:    Oh, I think it would have to be a balance of everything in life going well 
VerryFunny:    Family, money, emotional....  
 
Mentor2006:    good answer 
Mentor2006:    what do you do now? 
VerryFunny:    Work at Ford motor  
VerryFunny: just started last July 
Mentor2006: doing what ? 
Mentor2006: what did you do before? 
VerryFunny:    working on the starter final line, assembling the starters 
VerryFunny:    Worked for a company that provided services for libraries 
VerryFunny:    was an account coordinator for 15 accounts 
Mentor2006: wow    thats a big jump 
  
 (This is one fabulous lady.  An Instant Messaging membership directory can work 
miracles for you when you create a good profile, wonderful people will respond to your 
profile and you're on your way to success online) 
 
VerryFunny: LOL... 
Mentor2006: i had a friend that had a company that did that  "gale research" 
VerryFunny:    Fords is much easier, less stress and more $$$'s and benefits 
VerryFunny:    What company 
VerryFunny:    Oh, Gale,  
Mentor2006: sounds like you're on your way to new business success with ford 
  
 (I'm going to go very slow with this lady, I'm in no hurry, I want her to like me and build a 
friendship first, but we'll be talking business soon) 
 
VerryFunny:    Also worked with my brother, he had a company that created electronic 
records for Libraries 
VerryFunny: Doing good, like the $$$ 
Mentor2006: its important to like what you do 
VerryFunny:    Hey, finally making enough to take care of my kids, I can like almost 
anything 
Mentor2006:    good for you 
Mentor2006:    i also teach 
Mentor2006:    it keeps me busy 
VerryFunny:    What do you teach 
VerryFunny: I went to a seminar once, was on motivation... I think that would be great, to 
be able to help people turn their lives around and motivate them 
VerryFunny:    would be good for me to hear it every day too!! LOL 
Mentor2006:    i teach people how to work from their home on their computers 
VerryFunny:    neat...  
VerryFunny: Sales I would suspect 
VerryFunny: That is wonderful 
Mentor2006: i also send out motivational messages online to special people 
Mentor2006: i'll send you todays message 
Mentor2006:    you have mail 
VerryFunny:    Good message...  
Mentor2006: i'll send you one every day if you like 
VerryFunny:    I have become very creative over the years...3 
VerryFunny: Sure... thanks 
VerryFunny: Got tired of thinking I couldn't get anywhere.. started say, how am I getting 
there, instead of thinking it is impossible   
  



 (She sounds ambitious and appears to be a good prospect for business) 
 
Mentor2006:    brb = be right back 
  
(My phone rang and I got sidetracked for almost 15 minutes, I kept checking to see she 
was still online all during my call) 
 
VerryFunny:    K 
VerryFunny:    Where you busy??? Hope I am not interrupting anything 
Mentor2006:    on a call 
Mentor2006:    need 10 more minutes 
VerryFunny: Ok.... 
Mentor2006:    i'm back 
Mentor2006: short call 
VerryFunny: I'm here 
Mentor2006: i do most of my work from home LOL when i do work 
VerryFunny:    Lucky you!. 
Mentor2006: i have been very lucky 
VerryFunny:    I think believing in yourself is half the battle, and that is the half of the battle 
I am not to good at 
Mentor2006: ahhh  sounds like you need a coach 
VerryFunny:    LOL...no, think it is deep inside.. have to beat it myself 
Mentor2006:    of course you do 
Mentor2006:    but with a coach  it happens quicker sometimes 
VerryFunny:    If I have to depend on someone else to help me... I will never be on top on 
my own 
Mentor2006: true   
  
(Always  try to agree with the other persons point of view.  She's a great lady and would 
make a fabulous networker.  Simply point her in the right direction and she'll make things 
happen needling little help from anyone) 
 
VerryFunny:    But you may be right, don't know how to deprogram all the negatives I have 
VerryFunny:    Well Max, it was good talking to you 
Mentor2006: am on another call 
VerryFunny: I take it you are busy, and I need to go to bed, have to be up at 2 am for work 
tomorrow 
VerryFunny: Working nights huh 
VerryFunny: LOL 
Mentor2006: we will talk again 
VerryFunny:    Sure.. have you on my buddy list if you don't mind 
VerryFunny: Have a wonderful evening 
Mentor2006: you too 
VerryFunny: Thanks 
VerryFunny: Night     
  
 (If I hadn't been interrupted by two phone calls it's possible we'd have moved into talking 
about network marketing, I'll start sending her the motivational messages and add her to 
my buddy list, this is one lady I definitely want to keep track of and talk to again) 
 
Our second conversation took place three days later.  I saw her name appear on my Buddy 
List as she came online but resisted sending her an Instant Message.  I wanted to see if 
she would approach me first. It was killing me to wait, but sure enough my patience paid 
off.  
 



Begin IM -    07:56 PM 
VerryFunny: Hey Max... you busy?    
  
 (I'm talking to two other people at the moment but I'm going to put them on hold and 
focus exclusively on her, she's my best prospect online tonight and I want to give her the 
attention she deserves)  
 
Mentor2006:    hello 
Mentor2006:    how are you 
VerryFunny:    good and you? 
Mentor2006: fabulous 
VerryFunny:    Hey, is Success some kind of Company, I saw another MentorDee... her 
profile mentioned Success... 
  
   (She's obviously been searching the membership directory again, she's got a lot in 
common with MentorDee and now I have a clear opportunity to talk to her about business)  
 
Mentor2006: no 
Mentor2006:    success is what you get,  when you reach your goals 
Mentor2006: mentordee works with me 
Mentor2006:    we both work from our homes 
VerryFunny:    Oh, guess you two are just on the same... ohhhh, so you know each other 
VerryFunny:    Hmmm.... single mother... lots of us out there 
Mentor2006:    running a business in her home 
Mentor2006:    i am teaching her 
Mentor2006:    to be financially independent 
VerryFunny:    What kind of a business 
VerryFunny: I know that having goals, and writing them down in detail works... sometimes 
they take a while but... 
VerryFunny: said 7 years ago I was going to get a house, finally did  
  
(this is one fabulous lady, there are millions of them online just like her waiting to talk to 
you, that's why you want to be REAL selective about who you're talking to, make every 
minute online count and focus on the right people)  
 
Mentor2006:    i'll email you some info on a business that can afford you a nice lifestyle 
while working at home 
VerryFunny:    Ok, I'll read it... 
VerryFunny: Do you specialize in financial motivation, or overall 
Mentor2006:    overall 
Mentor2006:    in every area 
VerryFunny:    How did you come to learn so much on motivation 
Mentor2006:    you have mail 
VerryFunny:    ok.. will check it out 
VerryFunny: sounds interesting... will read it in more detail in a while 
Mentor2006:    there is an 800 number you can listen to 
Mentor2006: call the number and listen to all the extensions 
VerryFunny:    Ok I will do that in a little while 
Mentor2006: at your convenience 
Mentor2006:    you may find it interesting 
Mentor2006:    the business has changed Dee's life 
Mentor2006: ask her LOL 
VerryFunny:    Is this something you can do on the side? Fords is pretty good to me, just 
bought a house, and only been there 7 months 
Mentor2006: it's something you can do on the side,   can you spare 10 hours a week  
online to devote to this 



VerryFunny:    Probably not this minute, just bought the house.... doing painting, putting in 
carpet.. but will be able to once we get settled in 
Mentor2006:      how old are your kids 
VerryFunny:    17,  15 and 11 
VerryFunny: Wish I had this job 15 years ago, been a tough time 
Mentor2006:      look at the website  info too 
VerryFunny: Ok... I will do that too.. if not tonight, tomorrow 
Mentor2006:      do it when you have time 
Mentor2006:    its called an opportunity 
VerryFunny:    I would guess so 
VerryFunny: oh, I see... not bad  
  
(she took a look at the information I sent her already, I love it)  
 
Mentor2006:    look it over and we'll talk about it later 
Mentor2006: mentordee is having a lot of success and fun with this 
Mentor2006:    have to run   
  
 (I had to jump on a conference call or I'd have asked to talk to her on the phone, that's my 
next step)  
 
Mentor2006:    see you later 
VerryFunny:    Ok, thaks for the infor 
VerryFunny: have a nice night 
Mentor2006: you too 
Mentor2006:    bye  for now 
 
Success in sales has and will always be a numbers game. If you can share your business 
opportunity with two people a day like VerryFunny, you'll be enjoying the sweet fruit of 
success in Network Marketing in no time at all.   
 
The Internet is where you'll find people you'd never be able to reach in real life,  You can 
be building your business all around the world without ever leaving your home.  
 
Seven vital business questions to ask yourself:   
  
There are seven vital questions you need to ask yourself if you're seriously 
interested in being successful in your business. 
  
Question #1:  How many new clients and customers have signed up in your 
business so far this month? 
  
Question #2:  How many new clients and customers do you expect to add 
to your business by the end of the month? 
  
Question #3:  How many prospects do you have in your sales pipeline that 
may get into your business before the end of the month? 
  
Question #4:  Are you going to close out the month with higher numbers than you 
did last year? 
  
Question #5:  How much money have you spent this month on advertising, 



lead sources prospect acquisition and is it working for you?  
  
Question #6:  How much money have you spent since this year on advertising, 
lead sources and prospect acquisition and has that money gotten you the 
results you were hoping for? 
  
Question #7:  Are you going to take the necessary steps to insure your business 
success by taking my next Prospecting Mastery Class!   
  
To enroll go to:  www.successway.com/mastery 
  
While I can't answer Questions 1 through 6 for you, I'll give you three clues 
to help you find the right answer to Question #7. 
  
1.  Jim Rohn, America's Foremost Business Philosopher says, "In order for  
     things to change, you have to change." 
  
2.  Denis Waitley, the poet laureate of modern-day philosophers, wrote, 
     "Unless you join the generation of the future, you will be relegated to living 
     in the past.  Unless you're comfortable with the information superhighway, 
     you'll be road kill on it." 
  
3.  Jim Rhoades said, "I've done more business during the first four weeks of 
     Max's Prospecting Mastery Course than I did in the last four years. 
     I wish I had known about him three years ago.  I would have saved 
     the thousands of dollars I spent on other marketing systems." 
     Click here to listen 
  
You can be successful in your business if you're willing to make a few 
slight changes and take a different direction where you can measure your 
forward progress every day. 
  
To register for the next Prospecting Mastery Class, 
go to:  www.successway.com/mastery 
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